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What is chaos? It is the looking at a thing at a dualistic different way, the simple explanation is every doing has two faces, one good and one bad. Chaos can be the good or bad as the situation is demanding. Doing anything chaotic so as to create a very wonderful result on the good side and being a part of chaotic situation that creates more chaos is the bad one.

Chaos is very much part of the every day life. It is something that one has to be use to. When doing a thing for the first time there is chaos most of the time, one learns. This is good. But the bad chaos is the most happening. The terror attacks everywhere is that bad chaos.

My behavior is very chaotic sometimes. I sometimes do not know how to calm down. I sometimes feel mad or tired and if people pressure me it just gets worse. I do not know how I am able to do the right thing everyday in spite of the chaos going on in my body every minute of the day. By the support of everyone around me can I achieve some sort of model behavior. I want to be a true young happy gentleman all the time and get the respect of everyone. The doing in of my senses takes a toll of my feeling good. Giving my senses direct method of managing to calm it, helps.